CAREER OPPORTUNITIES WORKSHEET
Wondering how to translate your expert knowledge into hands-on,
interactive activities for teens? Here are a few ideas!

ARTS & HUMANITIES
Career Related Activity Ideas
1

Act a major part in a play

2

Assist your local theatrical group in the production of a play

3

Assist your local radio station in the production of a show

4

Create a game of posing and creating scenes

5

Create a storyboard

6

Create a mini feature for your school or post

7

Create a pantomime about emotion and drama in music and paint

8

Create a tabletop display of a advertising plan

9

Create exercises to study about movement, body language, and the
ability to consciously control our movements and the impressions
we make with them

10

Create a digital photo album

11

Create the format (border and title block) before starting

12

Critique set design, decoration and costume design by attending a
theatre production

13

Demonstrate six motion picture shooting techniques

14

Design a flyer, T-shirt, or program, and produce it

15

Design an advertising plan layout

16

Design five costumes

17

Design the set and make a model

18

Develop mirroring exercises

19

Take photos for the local newspaper

20

Direct a play at least 10 minutes

21

Do a puppet show for children in an institution or hospital
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22

Ride-a-long with a local news crew

23

Draw a schematic/electrical drafting

24

Electronic/digital print a design

25

Explain and demonstrate the proper elements of a good motion
picture

26

Explain the typeface you used on a design

27

Explain which printing process is best for a printing design

28

Four tiles of your design

29

Have a music festival

30

Have a creative arts festival

31

Have a weekend with another Explorer post

32

Help establish a theater-in-the-park for your community

33

Help establish a creative arts program at the local childrens’ hospital

34

Investigate the career

35

Investigate the career of food photography

36

Invite an artist to tell about their preparation and career

37

Learn backstage support for artistic productions

38

Learn CAD system by visiting a drafting company

39

Look at the role of the arts as economic enterprise - employment,
taxes, consumer buying, or tourism

40

Make a box using slab method

41

Make a flat tray or dish from clay

42

Make a human or animal figurine

43

Make a pottery form and fire it

44

Make a scale drawing/mechanical drafting

45

Make a vase or jar with the coil method

46

Offset lithography production of a design

47

Make two drawings of pottery forms—one recognized design, one of
your design

48

Participate in the local food drive, blood drive, etc.
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49
50
51

Plan a weekend on a COPE (Ropes Course)
Plan and carve in low relief a design on some simple object and
prepare for finishing
Plan and carve in the round a simple object and prepare for
finishing

52

Plan and weave a large basket or tray, using reed, raffia, or splints

53

Plan yearly activities to a finale of a play, movie, art show, fashion
show, etc.

54

Prepare a storyboard for a motion picture

55

Present an advertising display at a post/public meeting

56

Print a bill of material of the major electronic parts of the radio or
circuit

57

Promote a product or idea with a picture

58

Put on a show using dance, music, film, drama, etc.

59

Relief print a design

60

Render a subject in four different ways: ink, watercolor, pencil,
pastel, oil, tempera, etc.

61

Research and discuss career opportunities in art

62

Research jobs of director, audio engineer, producer, video engineer

63

Research what cultural exchanges go on between the U.S. and
other countries

64

Screen print a design

65

See or read three full-length plays from stage, movies, television, or
video

66

Show stage makeup skills

67

Tell the story/write the script with descriptions of scenes for a
motion picture

68

Throw a vase on a pottery wheel

69

Use dimension lines to show actual size

70

Use orthographic technique to show three views

71

Use standard drawing symbols of electronic components

72
73
74

Using a CAD system, prepare and plot one of the drawings in 41 or
42
Using desktop publishing software, identify what hardware and
software is appropriate for outputting a design
Videotape a vignette to teach a skill
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75

Visit a commercial in-plant company

76

Visit a local arts school

77

Visit a retirement home to do an entertainment evening

78

Visit a schools graphic arts

79

Visit newspaper, follow story from editor to press

80

Visit three Web sites/download info from two

81

Weave a seat for a stool or chair, using cane or rush

82

Work at or take part in a park recreational program such as a band
concert or play

83

Write a one-act play at least 10 minutes long

84

Write a review of plays, commenting on story, acting, and staging

85

Write your own original play, story, song, etc.

86

Using your SMARTPhone create a short movie

87

Attend a dress rehearsal of a play or video shoot

88

Do a critic’s review on the latest movie, music or play

89

Design a new phone app

90

Make a piece of paper from scratch

91

Learn to how to bind your own books - Make a glue bound
paperback book

92

Visit a floral design studio

93

Design your own floral arrangement/centerpiece

94

Visit an interior design studio

95

Accompany a designer on a worksite

96

Volunteer at the local art museum

97

Job shadow a dept. store visual arts designer

98

Design a playbill for the local theater

99
100
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